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About This Game

Always wanted to feel like a programmer or just bored at work, but your computer is only good for playing Minesweeper? Then
this game is for you!

Meet CMD 2048 - a modern model of minimalism, refuting any need for highly polygonal models and combining the
fascinating mechanics of a puzzle that has become so popular made with the creative design of the end of the last century. This

game will steal you from the paws of everyday routine, leaving behind purely positive emotions, and it will also increase the
level of your intelligence (+200 IQ).

HOW TO PLAY

Use your arrow or WASD keys to move the tiles. When two tiles with the same number touch, they merge into one! 8 .. 16 ...
1024 .. 2048. If you have 2048 on the board you have won, but you lose once the board is full and you cannot make a move.

KEY FEATURES

The game runs directly on the Command line. Get your portion of enjoyment even on the most primitive computer!

Is there a limit to perfection? Of course not! Watch the table of records and compete in the flexibility of your own
thinking even after reaching the desired mark in 2048!

Made a mistake? No problem! The game will allow you to take a step back in case of a desperate situation.

Several backgrounds to choose from, choose the one you like best!

Nice graphics which is pleasant to the eyes, performed in minimalist style.

PS. This is the first project of my friend, who recently returned from the Russian Army.
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New publisher:
Cmd 2048 owner have changed. New owner have bought game publishing rights.
For celebrating that game has added to owner old games bundle . Also discounts coming soon

Bundle:
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/2952/Valkeala_Software_Bundle/. Check developer other projects:
Hello community

Check project developer other projects also. Some are now discounted:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/989340/Aliens_Dont_Exist/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/886110/RKN_Block_Me_Telegram/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/706240/Gravity_Light/. CMD 2048 is now available!:
CMD 2048 is now available, along with a 40% launch discount.

Have fun :)
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